MJ AIR 2019
MONO JAPAN Artist in Residence
Application guide

About MJ AIR
MONO JAPAN has established the Artist in Residence program to
stimulate crossovers and initiate collaborations that can contribute to
the visibility of Dutch art and design in the Japanese cultural sector
and vice versa. This project offers creators in the Netherlands a
chance to get first hand experience with highly valued Japanese
craftsmanship.
There will be an open call competition to gather Netherlands-based
creators as participants of the program. The three winners of the
competition will stay for two months in Japan and create new products
at one of the following three Japanese makers:

1. Aizu Shikki (Urushi lacquerware) in Fukushima
2. Shingi Shozoku (Shinto priest uniform) in Kyoto
3. Sekishu Washi (Washi paper) in Shimane
The applicants are asked to indicate on the open call application
which maker they want to stay with. There is no need for a concrete
project proposal, but a good description of plans and ideas that the
applicant wants to execute during the work period is appreciated.
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Host
1. Aizu Shikki (Urushi lacquerware) in Fukushima
Shikki (lacquerware) is one of Japan’ s representative traditional
crafts, with thousands of years of history. Lacquered wooden
containers and utensils are made by applying many coats of resin,
harvested from trees such as poison oaks or black trees before the
lacquered items are decorated using various techniques. The making
of Shikki contains more than thirty processes, which can be roughly
divided into four phases; sawing; the planning of the base; lacquering;
and decoration. Aizu Shikki has a history of over four hundred years.
It especially became famous in the reign of Gamo Ujisato from 1590,
who encouraged Shikki (Japanese lacquerware) as one of the major
industries of Aizu region. During the Edo period (1603-1868), the
successive Aizu lord, Masayuki Hoshina, made special efforts to
protect and foster the resin trees. Each successive Aizu lord worked
to advance lacquerware craft, with the height of the industry being
marked by exports of lacquerware to China and Holland. However,
during the end of the Edo period, the Boshin Civil War caused the
almost complete destruction of Aizu and its lacquerware industry. The
following Meiji period (1868-1912) saw the rebuilding of the
lacquerware industry hand-in-hand with the rebuilding of Aizu. By the
middle of the Meiji period, Aizu had earned the reputation as one of
the most famous lacquerware cities in the country.
.
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2. Shingi Shozoku (Shinto priest uniform) in Kyoto
Kyoto was the imperial capital of Japan until the end of the Edo era
(1603 - 1868). The city was host to a lot of official ceremonies, events,
and the shinto rituals. The tailoring business for the ritual costumes
therefore thrived. The ritual costumes are used in the imperial court, in
various kind of ceremonies and for shinto priests. Unfortunately the
number of traditional tailors has been decreasing dramatically in
recent years. Currently, there are only thirty tailors throughout Japan,
and twenty out of the total are concentrated in Kyoto. The colors and
patterns used in the fabric were developed throughout more than a
thousand years; each of them has a unique character and reflects the
period when it was made. Even now, new fabrics are being made for
the ritual costume, and newly made costumes are delivered to the
shinto priests across Japan. The host, Yoshida Shozoku Corporation,
reconsiders the traditional patterns and tries to create new patterns
that reflect modern times. While keeping respect for the tradition, they
are seeking for new insights to inherit the timeless aesthetic of the
uniforms.
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3. Sekishu Washi (Washi paper) in Shimane
Handmade washi paper was invented in 105 AD by a Chinese official
named Cai Lun, and introduced to Japan in 610 AD by Doncho, a
Buddhist monk from Korea. Sekishu Washi, the special washi paper
of western Shimane Prefecture, also has a long history of over a
thousand years. The name Sekishu comes from the Sekishu region
(present-day Iwami), where the paper was first produced. Washi is
very strong and you will find it hard to rip. The strength comes from its
ingredients: fibers from mulberry trees called “kozo” . Kozo trees
cultivated in the Iwami region are called “Sekishu-kozo,” and the fibers
are relatively long, thin, and shiny. They form a complex web in the
production process, and as a result the paper becomes very strong
and resilient, resisting being torn or ripped even if it is crumpled or
folded. Sekishu Washi can be found in a wide variety of products,
from construction and calligraphy paper to business cards and
tanzaku (small strips of paper used for haiku-writing). Locally made
through the use of traditional materials and techniques, Sekishu
Washi is woven through the heart of Japanese culture.
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Application
1. Target
The residency can be applied for only by visual artists or designers
based in the Netherlands. For applications by duos or cooperatives
who produce work together on a structural basis, each individual
involved must submit a separate application. Duos (project-specific or
longer-term) are regarded as collaborations if they submit a joint plan
that leads to a single outcome for the work period. In addition, a duo
must be prepared to live and work in a single, somewhat confined
space.

2. Financial support
Travel cost of participants, accommodation, and basic material costs
in order to make a samples are provided. The participants should be
responsible for their own living costs during the period. A translator for
each location is available to help the residents for several hours per
week, in discussions with the makers.

3. Evaluation criteria
The winners are expected to exhibit a unique sense of creativity that
can bring new insights for the Japanese makers and create special
chemistry between the participant and the Japanese maker. The call
will be open for students to professionals. However, one of the
important criteria of the selection procedure is that the participant has
the ability to create commercially viable products during their stay in
Japan.
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First evaluation: All the submitted applications that meet the formal
conditions and are furnished with all the requested appendices will be
put before an advisory committee. This panel evaluates the quality of
the applicant’ s work in relation to the residency’ s location, based
on:

portfolio (max. 10 A4 pages)；
CV of the applicant(max. two A4 pages)；
the applicant’ s motivation in relation to the
location (max. two A4 pages).
Three finalists for each maker, in total nine finalists will be chosen
through the first evaluation.

Final evaluation: it will be held during the event of MONO JAPAN.
The nine finalists will to give a short presentation about themselves
and their plan in public on February 1st 2019 at the Lloyd Hotel. The
form of the presentation will be in PechaKucha style (20 images as
slides, 20 seconds for each image during the presentation). The
advisory committee will attend the presentation to make a final
decision. In addition, the visitors of MONO JAPAN will also vote for
the selection. The advisory committee will make a final decision on
the selection.
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4. Submission
All the documents below are supposed to be sent digitally to
info@monojapan.nl with an email title: ‘MJ AIR application’ . We
accept digital documents only.

portfolio (PDF, max 10 A4pages, max.2MB)
CV(PDF, max. two A4 pages, max. 1MB)
motivation letter (PDF, max. two A4 pages, max.1MB)
*Please include your plans and ideas that you want to execute
during the work period
Please compress all the document into a zip file, and use this
filename format:
‘number of the craft you chose_ your name’ ( 1. Urushi lacquerware,
2. Shinto priest uniform, 3. Washi paper )
*Ex: 1_YokoOno.

5. More information
For further information about this Open Call, please contact us via
info@monojapan.nl.

Planning
Open call : 1 November to 31 December, 2018
Announcement of the finalists : 10 January, 2019
Public presentation by the finalists : 1 February, 2019
Announcement of the winners : Late February, 2019
Artist in Residence period : 1 June to 31 July, 2019

This project is supported by,
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